ODP
VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION
SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
SECTION DESCRIPTION

LEG | SUB | SITE | HOLE | CORE | TYPE | SEC
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
115 | 716 | A | 26 | H | I

OBSERVER
Airo

The entire core:

From (leaving Nanosize:

Olive to olive gray

Olive to brownish gray

Variable proportion of chalk and ooze.

O.22 - 0.23

0.22 - 0.25

0.25 - 0.28

O.28 - 1.03 - 1

O.02 - 0.52

1.51 - 2

FM7000 These data are to be processed into a computerized data base along with existing standardized data from other legs and will be accessible to the scientific community at large. RECORD ALL MEASUREMENTS CAREFULLY, COMPLETELY, AND LEGIBLY.
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